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Abstract: Wireless nodes are one of the main components in different appli-
cations that are offered in a smart city. These wireless nodes are responsible
to execute multiple tasks with different priority levels. As the wireless nodes
have limited processing capacity, they offload their tasks to cloud servers
if the number of tasks exceeds their task processing capacity. Executing
these tasks from remotely placed cloud servers causes a significant delay
which is not required in sensitive task applications. This execution delay is
reduced by placing fog computing nodes near these application nodes. A fog
node has limited processing capacity and is sometimes unable to execute all
the requested tasks. In this work, an optimal task offloading scheme that
comprises two algorithms is proposed for the fog nodes to optimally execute
the time-sensitive offloaded tasks. The first algorithm describes the task
processing criteria for local computation of tasks at the fog nodes and remote
computation at the cloud server. The second algorithm allows fog nodes to
optimally scrutinize the most sensitive tasks within their task capacity. The
results show that the proposed task execution scheme significantly reduces
the execution time and most of the time-sensitive tasks are executed.
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1 Introduction

Smart cities are emerging rapidly because they provide ease in the lifestyle of citizens. By providing
intelligent transportation systems, flawless security, and water, waste, and energy management using
Information and Communication Technology (ICT), smart cities improve the quality of life [1–6]. In
addition, smart cities promote the economic growth of the city by optimizing its different functions
through data analysis.

Smart cities offer many applications and services to benefit humanity. In transportation, in
addition to moving toward electric vehicles to make it environmental pollution, real-time information
from users avoids traffic congestion by disseminating the same information to other vehicles. Energy
consumption and water consumption can be smartly managed with the help of smart grids and water
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monitoring sensors. Safety and security are the main concern in all societies, use of security cameras
with face recognition and smoke and fire sensors can provide timely responses to avoid any mishap in
the smart cities [7–12].

Smart cities are based on the Internet of Things (IoT) that comprise ubiquitously deployed
different types of sensor devices. The data gathered from these sensor nodes are smartly analyzed
to get an insight into the different services and operations of the smart city. The analyzed data is
communicated to the decision-makers for proper action. ICT framework helps decision-makers to
improve their decision by collecting real-time data from different devices and machines. In addition,
citizens can directly connect with the ecosystem of the smart city through mobile devices and building
infrastructures. This helps in improving sustainability and making cost-effective decisions with reduced
traffic congestion, improved security, and reduced air pollution [13–17].

Fog computing is an architecture that comprises one or more data centers placed at the edge of
user networks and not routed over the Internet backbone. Being a part of the same IoT network gives
provision to different sensor devices to send their data at a faster speed for quick processing [18–20].
The fog computing paradigm does not stick to one architecture only, however, it pushes data towards
multiple edge nodes instead of processing a single node. Data from different sensor devices or IoT
nodes are processed by their nearest edge node. These edge nodes have different storage capacities as
well as varying processing capabilities. As an example, wireless sensor nodes have low processing power
whereas smartphones laptops, palm drives have higher storage and computational capacity. Different
smart city applications are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Fog and cloud computing in smart cities applications
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Fog computing performs similar tasks as designated for cloud computing. However, it is preferred
over cloud computing due to being closer to the end devices. Fog computing by doing intelligent sens-
ing reduces the load on cloud capacity by discarding useless data. In addition, data synchronization
techniques such as push schemes, pull schemes, and push-pull schemes are used for data collection
from lower-end fog nodes to the higher-end fog nodes for manageable processing. All these schemes
follow communication protocols according to the fog computing scenario.

One of the prime benefits of fog computing is less delay as compared to the cloud because
moving data from sensor nodes to the cloud computing backbone requires time and real-time action
is not possible. Several time-sensitive applications in smart cities require real-time response such as a
security scenario in which a malicious user is detected using a motion sensor or a camera. Similarly,
in health care, if the vital signs of a patient are disturbed, then real-time attention with a timely
response is required to save the patient. Some IoT-based machines require online physical interaction
to troubleshoot the problem to avoid any major loss. In all such scenarios, fog computing is preferred
over cloud computing.

As IoT applications in smart cities require the dissemination of a huge amount of data from the
sensors to the computing servers, fog nodes are ideally suited for the timely processing of this data.
Processing time-sensitive applications with efficient task scheduling will enhance the performance
of the smart city application. In contrast to the cloud, the fog not only performs latency-sensitive
applications at the edge of the network but also performs latency-tolerant tasks efficiently at powerful
computing nodes at the intermediate of the network. At the top of the fog, cloud computing with data
centers is used for in-depth analysis of smart city data and making decisions over a longer period.

With the increase in the number of smart city applications, there is a large number of offloaded
tasks requests by different IoT nodes. As fog nodes have limited task processing capabilities and cannot
entertain all offloaded task requests. An optimal task processing is required to intelligently execute
those offloaded tasks that have higher priority as compared to low priority tasks.

In this work, an optimal Offloaded Task Execution procedure for Smart Cities (OTESC) is
proposed. The proposed scheme comprises two algorithms to timely execute the offloaded tasks for
multiple smart city applications. Salient features of our algorithms are shown below:

• A task processing mechanism for the fog computing node is proposed to decide whether to
forward the tasks to the cloud or processed them locally.

• If the number of tasks to be performed by fog nodes is more than their computing capacity, then
OTESC allows fog nodes to optimally scrutinize tasks for execution by applying a 0/1 knapsack.
The decision is based on their sensitivity level as determined in the utility function. Tasks that
cannot be processed by the fog nodes are forwarded to the cloud for their execution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes different research works regarding
task offloading and fog computing. The system model and the proposed scheme are elaborated in
Sections 3 and 4 respectively. The performance comparison of OTESC with other schemes is discussed
in Sections 5 and 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

There is a lot of ongoing research in the area of fog computing because it offers reduced delay
as compared to the cloud computing servers. The utility of fog computing is under hot research in
different application scenarios of smart cities.
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In [21], a conventional model of task offloading and allocating resources is proposed for smart
cities applications. The proposed scheme evaluates the performance of various units to accommodate
the use of artificial intelligence in the sixth-generation wireless communication era.

A task offloading optimization technique by making the trade-off between consumed energy and
response time of nodes is proposed in [22]. Based on these two trade-offs, the authors proposed a
bi-objective optimization algorithm by modeling these two sub-objectives.

In [23], offloaded task processing of a large number of smart city users is proposed by considering
their energy and time sensitivity with privacy preservation. The authors claimed that their proposed
scheme effectively improves the resource utilization and energy consumption of the smart city system.
Reference [24] focused on the limited battery and efficiency of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs),
which are used to collect the sensing data from different sensing nodes in a smart city. The authors
proposed an offloaded architecture for UAVs by developing an offloaded model to select the optimal
vehicles in such a way that their efficacy may be improved. The authors claimed that their proposed
scheme significantly improved the utilities of UAVs and vehicles in a smart city.

A solution by considering the limited battery power with computational and communications
capacity of smart mobile devices for a smart city is proposed in [25]. The authors developed a
framework by introducing a mobile cloud computing model. The model illustrates the data and
operational flows of different applications in the smart city by allowing load balancing among different
environmental entities specified in the mobility and traffic control domains.

As compared to the previous work, our proposed algorithm focuses on time-sensitive application
tasks for smart cities applications and utilizes a Knapsack-based algorithm to maximize the compu-
tational speed of high priority tasks while meeting the capacity requirements of the fog nodes.

3 System Model

In this work, we consider three smart city applications as health care, IoT-based industrial
automation, and home security applications. All these applications have been divided into three groups
of tasks, such as emergency tasks, alert tasks, and normal routine tasks with their severity levels as high,
medium, and low respectively. The sizes of these tasks vary and even task sizes of the same severity
levels in the same application are not the same.

Nodes offload their desired tasks for onward processing. The offloaded tasks are supposed to
be processed either by remotely placed cloud servers or nearby computing servers called fog nodes.
Application nodes have direct access to these fog nodes with better data rates. These fog nodes are
backwardly connected with cloud servers through the internet backbone. The tasks, that are required
to be processed by the cloud servers offer a relatively low data rate as compared to fog nodes.

In this work, we consider N fog computing nodes in sparsely placed different smart cities
application networks. Each Ni fog node is connected with K smart city application networks. Each
of the smart city application networks Kj has three different types of tasks and are categorized as t1,
t2, and t3 with low to high priority respectively. T is the total number of tasks that are required to be
executed and are calculated as:

T =
V∑

i=1

K∑

j=1

Nitj (1)

The downloaded data rate in processing tasks of a node from fog node (DR1) is computed as:

DR1 = log2(1 + γn,f ) (2)
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Here γn,f is signal to noise ratio between the application node and fog computing node.

Downloading data rate of same processing task from cloud server (DR2) is calculated as:

DR2 = log2(1 + γn,c) (3)

Here γn,c is signal to noise ratio between the application node and cloud server. We assume that
there are multiple channels available in each fog node to transmit all executed tasks simultaneously
without considering any queuing delay.

4 Proposed Task Execution Policy

In this work, we propose an optimal Offloaded Task Execution procedure for Smart Cities
(OTESC). The proposed scheme allows fog computing nodes to execute those tasks that are offloaded
by different nodes and are placed in the close vicinity of different applications of a smart city. Fog nodes
are located nearby these smart city applications to minimize the task delay. Each fog node has limited
simultaneous processing capability. However, the cloud has huge processing and storing capability.
The offloaded tasks are supposed to be processed by fog nodes. In case, offloaded tasks are more
than the processing capacity of its fog node, then they are forwarded to a centralized cloud server
for task execution. The offloaded tasks have different priority levels with strict delay constraints. It is
therefore required that sensitive offloaded tasks should be processed quickly and preferably should be
executed by the fog node as shown in Algorithm 1. As offloaded tasks are different in size; optimal
decision-making is required to perform those tasks within the task processing capacity of the fog node.
The proposed OTESC optimally scrutinizes offloaded tasks according to their task priority and sizes
within the task processing limit of the fog node by applying task selection criteria and a 0/1 knapsack
optimizing algorithm.
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4.1 Task Selection Criteria

Fog nodes in different places of a smart city are receiving offloaded tasks at regular intervals. Each
fog node has a limited task processing capacity and keeps on processing offloaded tasks after regular
time intervals.

If a fog node has CAPTE task execution capacity and X nodes intend to offload their different
priorities tasks at a specific time. If offloaded task size of one of the nodes X i is OTi then the total
offloaded task sizes Tot by X nodes is calculated as:

Tot =
X∑

i=1

OTi (4)

If

Tot ≤ CAPTE (5)

then, the fog node will execute all offloaded task requests itself, otherwise, it needs to forward some
of the tasks to the cloud servers, that are beyond its task execution capacity.

The proposed OTESC offers the optimal selection of offloaded tasks to be performed by fog nodes
with respect to their priority and task sizes. The complete task selection criteria are shown in Algorithm
2.

4.2 0/1 Knapsack for Task Scheduling

Fog nodes have limited execution capacity and if requested tasks are more than their computing
capacity then it needs to scrutinize those offloaded tasks that have more priority.

Different applications of smart cities have varying priorities of tasks with adaptive task sizes.
Optimal scrutiny of different sized task requests in fixed data execution capacity of fog node is solved
by 0/1 knapsack problem.

Knapsack algorithm can be applied to scrutinize these offloaded tasks according to their prior-
ities. knapsack picks the most valuable items from the given list up to their maximum capacity. Our
designed problem can be mapped with the 0/1 knapsack problem in the following way. The knapsack
carrying capacity is mapped with a maximum task processing capacity of the fog node. The weight of
an item is mapped with offloaded task sizes. The value of the item is mapped with task priority.

Suppose there are T tasks, that have been offloaded by N smart city nodes, and these tasks are
categorized as high, medium, and low priority tasks. If CAPTE is the maximum task execution capacity
of a fog node at a specific time, then 0/1 knapsack optimally scrutinized offloaded task for processing
with the following constraints: The task processing time of all the scrutinized offloaded tasks should
not be more than the task processing limit of the fog node and is expressed as:

N∑

i=1

T∑

j=1

kitj ≤ CAPTE (6)

The second constraint is that the task priorities of all the scrutinized tasks must be maximum.

max
K∑

a=1

PK (7)
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5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the comparative performance analysis of our proposed OTESC is analyzed in
different prospects. Different nodes of smart cities applications offload their different priority tasks to
their nearby fog node. Task offloading nodes are randomly chosen to forward one to three different
priorities of tasks. The performance of our proposed OTESC is compared with the following two task
offloading schemes. In the first scheme, each fog computing node processes offloaded tasks randomly
within its task processing capacity and forwards the unprocessed tasks to cloud servers. In the second
scheme, the fog node computes offloaded tasks on First Come First Serve (FCFS) basis up to its
processing capacity and forwards the rest to a cloud server for task execution.
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To compare our proposed scheme with the other two schemes, a simulation environment is created
to obtain results in different prospects for fair comparative analysis. A MATLAB simulator is used
to simulate the comparative analysis of our proposed scheme with the other two schemes by creating
a simulator environment as discussed in Section 3. In this simulation, three different task sensitivity
levels from three different smart cities applications are taken. The tasks sizes with different sensitivity
levels are ranged from 50 to 150 bytes for most sensitive tasks, 120 to 250 bytes for a medium level of
sensitive tasks, and 150 to 2500 bytes for routine tasks with the least priority level.

The offloaded tasks processed from fog computing nodes are downloaded at the data rate of 10
Mbps. However, downloading data rate from the cloud is taken as 4 Mbps. The simultaneous task
processing capability of a fog node is taken as 500 MBytes, whereas the cloud has unlimited task
processing capacity. As both fog and cloud execute tasks in a quick span, the task processing time is
ignored, and only downloading time of executed tasks is calculated.

A Monte Carlo-based simulation is performed, and results are obtained against 103 iterations for
a fair comparative analysis of OTESC. Salient simulation parameters are listed in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Fog node coverage area 2000 m
Distance between fog node and offloaded task requesting nodes 50–2000
Number of simultaneous offloaded tasks for each fog node 100–600
Number of fog nodes 2–10
Download data rate from cloud 4 Mbps
Emergency tasks sizes of different applications 50–150
Medium sensitivity level tasks of different applications 120–250
Routine tasks with least sensitivity 150–2500

The performance of our proposed OTESC is analyzed with the other two schemes. The results
in different prospects are analyzed for varying numbers of tasks of different sensitivity levels and a
varying number of fog nodes.

Fog computing nodes are placed in different locations of the smart city to provide easy access to
its different application nodes. This provides quick execution of offloaded tasks received from smart
city nodes as compared to a remotely placed cloud server. A comparative analysis of downloading
the executed tasks from fog nodes and cloud servers is shown in Fig. 2. The results clearly show that
downloading time of executed tasks from fog nodes is much smaller than the cloud servers.

The comparative results of total offloaded requested tasks performed by the fog node by applying
OTESC and with the other two schemes are shown in Fig. 3. The figure comprises three sub-figures
representing three different priority levels tasks. The results show that the proposed scheme allows the
fog node to process twice the number of high-priority tasks as compared to the other two schemes. At
the same time, the proposed scheme executes slightly more medium priority tasks as compared to its
competitors because it still has some capacity to execute some medium level tasks after executing the
majority of the high priority tasks. However, for low-priority tasks, OTESC is unable to execute any
tasks because the task execution capacity of the fog node is fulfilled.
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Figure 2: Task execution time in fog and cloud servers for varying number of RSUs

Figure 3: Number of tasks executed by fog nodes in different processing cycles

For a better comparative analysis, the percentage of executed tasks for all three different priority
tasks is calculated in Fig. 4. It is evident from the results that, task execution in OTESC for high priority
tasks is 100% whereas the percentage of task execution in the other two schemes is less than 50%. For
medium priority tasks, the task execution percentage is more in the proposed scheme as compared to
the other two schemes. However, the proposed scheme could not execute low-priority tasks because
the fog node does not have fog processing capacity anymore.
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Figure 4: Percentage of tasks executed by fog nodes in different processing cycles

Fig. 5 calculates the time required to execute three different priority tasks for each scheme. The
results show that the accumulated time required to execute the high-priority tasks in the proposed
scheme is significantly less than in the other two schemes. Because OTESC scrutinizes high priority
tasks to be executed by fog node and not a single high priority task is forwarded to the cloud server for
execution. On the other hand, the other two schemes allow the fog node to execute some of its requested
tasks and the rest are forwarded to a cloud server for their execution. That’s why task processing time
in the proposed scheme is significantly less. Task execution time for medium priority tasks in OTESC

is still less than the other two schemes because OTESC executes most of the medium priority tasks at
the fog node as compared to the other two schemes and fewer medium priority tasks are forwarded to
cloud servers for task execution as compared to other two schemes. However, tasks processing time in
OTESC is significantly large than the other two schemes for low priority tasks execution because the
fog node has already reached its task execution capacity and all the low priority tasks are executed by
cloud servers and consequently consume more time as compared to other two schemes.

Fig. 6 shows a performance analysis of the proposed scheme with the other two schemes for
varying number of tasks requests received at the fog computing node in each interval of time. The
results are obtained by computing the total executed tasks for all performance cycles when each type
of the number of requested tasks is increased gradually in each performance monitoring cycle. The
results show that the proposed OTESC allows the fog node to execute all of the high-priority tasks
throughout. In comparison, the other two schemes do not execute all tasks and the difference in task
execution for high priority tasks increases with the increase in task requests. In addition, the medium
priority tasks are also processed more than the other two schemes. However, for low-priority tasks, the
performance of OTESC is compromised because of limited fog computing capability. The difference
in task execution increases with the increase in task requests because the proposed scheme optimally
scrutinizes higher priority tasks as compared to low priority tasks.
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Figure 5: Number of tasks executed by fog nodes for varying number of requested tasks

Figure 6: Percentage of tasks executed by fog nodes for varying number of requested tasks

The results shown in Fig. 7 provide a clearer picture of the executed tasks by showing the
percentage of tasks executed by fog nodes. It is evident from the results that OTESC helps fog nodes to
execute 100% high priority tasks as compared to 25% and 22% tasks execution by FCFS and randomly
chosen tasks. In addition, OTESC executes 100% medium priority tasks until each type of requested
task exceeds 25. When requested tasks are more than 25 tasks each, then task execution of medium
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priority tasks gradually decreases. However, it still performs better than the other two schemes. For
low priority tasks, the other two schemes execute more tasks as compared to the proposed scheme,
and this difference increases with the increase in task requests.

Figure 7: Accumulated processing task time for different processing cycles

6 Conclusion

In smart cities applications, fog computing nodes are preferred over cloud computing servers to
minimize the execution delay of offloaded tasks. In this paper, an optimal offloaded task execution
procedure for smart cities OTESC is proposed. It comprises two algorithms, that are proposed for
fog computing nodes to efficiently execute the offloaded tasks. Initially, the offloaded tasks are
computed to determine the offloaded tasks within their processing capacity. In case, offloaded tasks
are more than the fog node capacity, then it scrutinizes offloaded tasks to be processed by the fog node
by applying the 0/1 knapsack algorithm. To evaluate its performance, three different priority tasks
for three smart city applications are taken. The designed algorithms efficiently scrutinize the most
sensitive tasks from different applications of smart cities and the rest are forwarded to cloud servers
for processing. The results are compared with randomly processed tasks and FCFS techniques. It is
evident from the results that the proposed scheme allows fog nodes to execute 100% highest priority
tasks with an average task processing time of less than 14 ms. In addition, the proposed scheme allows
fog nodes to process about 48% of medium priority tasks and the rest are forwarded to the cloud server
for their execution. In the future, we will work on the challenges such as load balancing and fair task
offloading in fog computing networks.
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